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Universal TTanium

The Universal needle has a slightly rounded ball point for general 
sewing, making it suitable for use with most wovens and knits.  It also 
works great on tightly woven knits where a ball point would be too 
big.  It has a long scarf that is great for zigzag stitching.  

Titanium needles are not a type of needle but a type of coating 
applied to the standard steel needle. Through a very advanced 
electro-galvanization process the titanium nitride coating is permanently 
attached to the needle. This coating increases the wear resistance on the 
needle. A second advantage to the titanium nitride needle is its 
anti-adhesion panti-adhesion properties. Much like using a non-stick pan for cooking, 
the titanium needles resist residue form textile products like sticky back 
stabilizers and spray adhesives from becoming attached to and 
diminishing the performance of the needle.

Assorted sizes 75/11, 80/12 & 90/14 
Art No. 9116

Available in sizes  60/8 - 110/18
Art No. 9110 - 9115
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Available in sizes 75/11 & 90/14
Art No. 9124 & 9125 

Available in sizes 70/9 - 100/16
Art No. 9126

Jersey Super Stretch

The Jersey (Ball Point) needle has a rounded, semi-spherical 
ball point whose diameter is approximately 20% of the bladeʼs 
diameter. These needles are designed to alleviate making holes 
in knit or loosely woven materials. The rounded tip slips between 
yarns rather than piercing them. Uses: Knit and stretchy fabrics 
such as spandex and Lycra.  A universal is sometimes better for 
finer knits.

The Stretch needle is designed to sew on highly elastic, synthetic 
and knit fabrics.  It is distinguished by its medium ball point, deep 
scarf and a uniquely shaped eye that holds the thread in position 
to prevent skipped stitches. The slightly tapered point reduces 
snags and damage to elastic materials.
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Assorted sizes 60/8 & 70/10
Art No. 9123

Available in sizes 90/14 - 110/18
Art No. 9117 - 9119

Microtex Denim

The Microtex needle has a very sharp, acute point. It is ideal 
for sewing on fine wovens or any other application where it is 
important to pierce the fabric. This prevents “puckering” on 
delicate fabrics.  It was developed for the modern micro-fibers, 
polyesters and high thread count, high 
quality fabrics.

The Denim (Jeans) needle, as produced by most manufacturers, 
has a very sharp, acute point with a slender eye and a strong 
shaft. The sharp point is necessary to penetrate heavy fabrics like 
denim and canvass. The slender eye holds the thread in place for 
proper loop formation. The strong shaft prevents deflection of the 
needle and insures accurate needle placement for stitch formation.  
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The Quilting needle has an acute point and a tapered tip for stitch-
ing through multiple layers of high quality fabric and across 
intersecting seams. The shape of the point minimizes 
damage/impact on to the quilting fabric. The thin tapered design of 
these needles allows them to pass through many layers smoothly to 
help eliminate skipped stitches and keep stitches even.

The Embroidery needle has a slight ball point, an enlarged eye and 
a special scarf to protect specialized decorative threads during the 
embembroidery process. The slightly rounded point makes it suitable for use 
with a wide variety of fabrics.  The larger eye and consequently larger 
dimensions in the groove profile means improved thread protection and 
thread handling when embroidering with heavy threads, special effect 
yarns, foil bands and delicate threads.  A unique scarf design controlling 
the passage of the needle thread between the eye and the scarf enables 
the needle to form a better loop and reduce the risk of skipped stitches. 

Quiiing Embroidery

Assorted sizes 75/11 & 90/14
Art No. 9120

Assorted sizes 75/11 & 90/14
Art No. 9121
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Assorted sizes 90/14 & 100/16
Art No. 9122

Available in Size 80/12
Art No. 9133
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The Metallic needle is specifically designed to handle the more 
fragile metallic threads.  It has a large, elongated eye, larger scarf, 
and a larger groove to protect the more fragile metallic threads 
during stitch formation. The point is slightly rounded to enable stitching 
on a variety of materials.

The Topstitch needle has an extra large eye and a much deeper 
groove for use with either heavier fabrics and/or heavier threads. The 
slightly rounded point aids in piercing heavier woven fabrics. It is also 
suitable for doubling of threads for more pronounced stitching.  Since 
this needle has an enlarged eye, you can apply heavier threads while 
using a smaller cross section needle.

Metallic Top Sttch
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The Anti - Glue needles have a Slight ball point for use on 
all types of fabric. Industry unique coating allows extensive 
sewing and embroidery using spray adhesives and sticky back 
stabilizers without danger of fouling the needle groove and 
shaft.  Available in sizes

Available in Size: 75/11
Art No. 9134

Available in Size: 75/11
Art No. 9130

Blue Tip Needles have a Slight ball point for use with both 
woven and knit fabrics.  Ultra smooth and enlarged eye enables 
skip free embroidery even with the most detailed designs.

Blue Tip Anti - Glue
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Muui Box Combi Box

Multi Box includes a variety of needles including the Twin Needle 
which comes in a variety of needle types and sizes.  Two needles are 
put on a single crossbar attached to a single shaft.  They are made with 
universal, denim, stretch, hemstitch, metallic or embroidery type 
needles. They are used to create two rows of stitches, creating perfectly 
parallel rows of stitching in one pass using a single bobbin thread.  
Spacing between the needles varies from 1.6mm to 8mm wide.  
ThThey are numbered first by the distance in millimeters between the 
needles and second by the size of the needle.  Double needles are 
used for hemming, mock cover stitch, applying narrow ribbon, securing 
elastic, pin tucking, decorative stitching and top stitching.

The Combi Box includes a variety of needles including the Denim and 
Super stretch needles. The top three selling Universal needles are 
included in the assortment as well ensuring tightly woven knits .

Multi Box Includes Twin (Double) Needle
Art No. 9131

Combi Box Includes Denim, Universal and Super Stretch Needle 
Art No. 9132
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Best Premium
Assortment No. WRBP 1

Rack Assortments

MSRP: $632.75
FREE 32”x18” adjustable 
wall mount/floor rack.
Includes all 25 SKUS.
Art No. 9110 - 9134

Assortment 
No. WRBP2

MSRP: $608.00
FREE 23”x 7” 

Counter Top Spin 
Rack.

Assortment No. WRBP3
MSRP: $292.75
Free small plastic counter top display.
Art No. 9110, 9116, 9117, 9120, 
9122, 9124, 9126, 9132, 9133, 9121

Racks Available for 
Individual Sale 

Flat Wire Rack 
Art. No WR/FL
MSRP: $60.00

Spinner Wire Rack
Art. No WR/SP
MSRP: $54.00

Best Premium Plastic Display
Art. No BP/PD
MSRP: $25.00
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Connect with us:

Pair your new needles with 
some of Cloverʼs other 

products.

Wonder Clips
Art No. 3155
6 in 1 Stick n Stitch
Art No. 9584

Roll & Press
Art No. 7812
Seam Ripper
Art No. 482/W
Hold it Precision
Art No. 7807


